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1. Background 

 

1.1  The International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Res

(OPRC) 1990 facilitates international co

responding to a major oil pollution incident and requires countries to develop and maintain an 

adequate capacity to effectively and promptl

should include as a minimum: 

• A National Contingency P

• Designated national authorities and focal points responsible for oil pollution preparedness 

and response  

• Oil pollution reporting procedures a

• A minimum level of pre-positioned oil spill combating equipment

• A program of exercises for oil pollution response organizations and training of relevant 

personnel 

• Detailed plans and communication capabil

• A mechanism or arrangement to co

the capabilities to mobilize the necessary resources

1.2 As required under the OPRC 

developed a comprehensive training program in the field of oil pollution preparedness and response. 

The REMPEITC regularly provide

Wider Caribbean Region, adapt

situation of each country. 

1.3 Saint Kitts & Nevis is a former 

The last major oil spill incident dates from 1991, with the 

transporting 2,000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil when she sank 15 miles southwest of Nevis island. 

quantity of fuel spilled when she sank is unknown, as is the quantity that remained onboard.

Kitts and Nevis, then Saba, Saint Martin, Saint Barthelemy, 

American Virgin islands and Porto Rico were impacted.

 

1.4 The government of Saint Kitts & Nevis

an oil spill and drafted a National Oil Spill Contingency Plan (NOSCP)

government of Saint Kitts & Nevis 

RAC/REMPEITC-Caribe centre. 

2. Workshop Objectives 

 

2.1 To bring awareness about oil spill prepar

2.2 To provide training on oil spill preparedness and response using an

IMO model course; 
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The International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co

(OPRC) 1990 facilitates international co-operation and mutual assistance in preparing for and 

responding to a major oil pollution incident and requires countries to develop and maintain an 

effectively and promptly deal with oil pollution emergencies. 

Plan 

Designated national authorities and focal points responsible for oil pollution preparedness 

il pollution reporting procedures and arrangements for handling requests for assistance

positioned oil spill combating equipment 

A program of exercises for oil pollution response organizations and training of relevant 

communication capabilities for responding to an oil pollution incident

A mechanism or arrangement to co-ordinate the response to an oil pollution incident with 

the capabilities to mobilize the necessary resources 

OPRC Convention, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has 

developed a comprehensive training program in the field of oil pollution preparedness and response. 

The REMPEITC regularly provides National Oil Spill Contingency Plan Workshop

Wider Caribbean Region, adapting the training programs developed by the IMO to the specific 

former British West Indies territory that became independent in 198

The last major oil spill incident dates from 1991, with the Vistabella incident. The oil tanker was 

transporting 2,000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil when she sank 15 miles southwest of Nevis island. 

quantity of fuel spilled when she sank is unknown, as is the quantity that remained onboard.

Saint Martin, Saint Barthelemy, the British Virgin islands, and finally the 

in islands and Porto Rico were impacted.  

The government of Saint Kitts & Nevis recognize the importance of being prepared in case of 

National Oil Spill Contingency Plan (NOSCP) in 2013.

of Saint Kitts & Nevis requested technical assistance from the 

To bring awareness about oil spill preparedness, response and cooperation;

To provide training on oil spill preparedness and response using an adapt
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ponse and Co-operation 

operation and mutual assistance in preparing for and 

responding to a major oil pollution incident and requires countries to develop and maintain an 

deal with oil pollution emergencies. This preparedness 

Designated national authorities and focal points responsible for oil pollution preparedness 

nd arrangements for handling requests for assistance 

A program of exercises for oil pollution response organizations and training of relevant 

ities for responding to an oil pollution incident 

ordinate the response to an oil pollution incident with 

itime Organization (IMO) has 

developed a comprehensive training program in the field of oil pollution preparedness and response. 

National Oil Spill Contingency Plan Workshops in countries of the 

ing the training programs developed by the IMO to the specific 

became independent in 1983. 

lla incident. The oil tanker was 

transporting 2,000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil when she sank 15 miles southwest of Nevis island. The 

quantity of fuel spilled when she sank is unknown, as is the quantity that remained onboard. Saint 

the British Virgin islands, and finally the 

recognize the importance of being prepared in case of 

in 2013. Additionally, the 

the IMO through the 

and cooperation; 

adapted version of the 
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2.3 To deliver and facilitate a 

2.4 To review the Plan and 

and Response;  

2.5 To develop a local oil spill response strategy on the most probable case spill scenario 

2.6 To develop and support agency cooperation at the local level an

stakeholders, industry, NGOs and government.

3. Program 

 

3.1 The workshop was organized by RAC/REMPEITC

Activity 4.3.i.1 of the 2012-2013 Strategic Plan. Funding was provided under the Integrated Technical 

Co-operation Programme by the IMO Programme Implementat

 

3.2 Saint Kitts & Nevis agreed to host the workshop and gathered a 

various governmental agencies and representatives from the 

 

3.3 Two staff members of RAC/REMPEITC

workshop activities.  

 

3.4 The list of participants and instructors

 

3.5 The first day started with 

Ministry of Tourism and International Transport; and Mr. McClean Hobson, Director, Maritime and 

Civil Aviation Affairs. The workshop

background knowledge on oil spills and contingency p

health and safety, command and control, response strategies as well as shoreline 

clean-up. Participants also had the opportunity to test 

several short exercises encompassing

warm and hot zones, and shoreline clean

3.6 The second day focused on waste management, claims and compensation

management. The afternoon and the foll

exercise which promoted discussions on the assessment and update of the 

strengthening interrelationships amongst stakeholders

3.7 During the guided tabletop exercise, 

group comprised a cross-section of agencies and industry such that no single team would end up 

with only one agency or group. Each group selected a group leader

providing a briefing of the activity outcomes 

3.8 Two scenarios were developed

were undertaken: 
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To deliver and facilitate a guided tabletop exercise;  

 identify the status/responsibilities regarding Oil Spill Preparedness 

o develop a local oil spill response strategy on the most probable case spill scenario 

support agency cooperation at the local level and improve links between 

rs, industry, NGOs and government. 

The workshop was organized by RAC/REMPEITC-Caribe in co-operation with the IMO under 

2013 Strategic Plan. Funding was provided under the Integrated Technical 

e by the IMO Programme Implementation Document TC/1362, Activity 9

agreed to host the workshop and gathered a total of 28

various governmental agencies and representatives from the oil industry.  

of RAC/REMPEITC-Caribe provided the training course and facilitate

s and instructors is attached as Annex 1. 

ith opening remarks from Ms. Patricia Martin, Permanent 

Ministry of Tourism and International Transport; and Mr. McClean Hobson, Director, Maritime and 

workshop technical team then presented a series of lectures covering 

background knowledge on oil spills and contingency planning, oil spill properties, fate and effects, 

health and safety, command and control, response strategies as well as shoreline 

Participants also had the opportunity to test their understanding on subject matter 

encompassing oil spill trajectory and behavior, work site set

and shoreline clean-up. 

The second day focused on waste management, claims and compensation

The afternoon and the following day were then dedicated to a

exercise which promoted discussions on the assessment and update of the 

strengthening interrelationships amongst stakeholders.   

tabletop exercise, participants were split into four working groups. Each 

section of agencies and industry such that no single team would end up 

with only one agency or group. Each group selected a group leader who 

ivity outcomes to all participants.  

developed for the tabletop exercise, and the four
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ponsibilities regarding Oil Spill Preparedness 

o develop a local oil spill response strategy on the most probable case spill scenario  

improve links between 

operation with the IMO under 

2013 Strategic Plan. Funding was provided under the Integrated Technical 

ion Document TC/1362, Activity 9.  

total of 28 participants from 

the training course and facilitated the 

opening remarks from Ms. Patricia Martin, Permanent Secretary, 

Ministry of Tourism and International Transport; and Mr. McClean Hobson, Director, Maritime and 

a series of lectures covering 

lanning, oil spill properties, fate and effects, 

health and safety, command and control, response strategies as well as shoreline protection and 

on subject matter through 

work site set-up with cold, 

The second day focused on waste management, claims and compensation, and media 

dedicated to a guided tabletop 

exercise which promoted discussions on the assessment and update of the plan in addition to 

working groups. Each 

section of agencies and industry such that no single team would end up 

 was responsible for 

four following activities 
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1. Estimation of oil trajectory

2. Identification of environmental

3. Definition of a spill management structure and participating agencies and of 

objectives for the specific scenario

4. Definition of the response strategies and tactics

3.9 At the end of the last day, participants

NOSCP and discussed the next steps

from Ms. Patricia Martin, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Tourism and International Transport; and 

Mr. McClean Hobson, Director, Maritime and Civil Aviation Affairs.

the delegates for their active participation as well as the 

hosting this event.  

3.10 The training course outline is inclu

3.11 An evaluation form of the event 

summarized and attached in Annex 3.

 

3.12 Each participant received a certificate and

the lectures as well as numerous 

workshop. 

4. Logistics 

 

4.1 The workshop was held at

 

Customs and Exercise Training Room

Bird Rock 

Basseterre, St. Kitts

Phone: 001-869-

Fax: 001-869-465

Email: maritimeaffairs@yahoo.com

 

4.2 The instructors stayed at the

Ocean Terrace Inn 

P.O. Box 65, Wigley Avenue

Fortlands, St. Kitts

Tel: (869) 465-2754

Fax: (869) 465-1057

E-mail: frontdesk@oceanterraceinn.com
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rajectory, fate (mass balance), and behavior;  

nvironmental, economic, and cultural resources at risk 

a spill management structure and participating agencies and of 

for the specific scenario;  

the response strategies and tactics. 

At the end of the last day, participants made of list of the gaps they had identified in the 

next steps forward. The workshop was concluded by a closing statement 

Ms. Patricia Martin, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Tourism and International Transport; and 

McClean Hobson, Director, Maritime and Civil Aviation Affairs. RAC/REMPEITC

the delegates for their active participation as well as the government of Saint Kitts & Nevis

The training course outline is included in Annex 2. 

of the event was distributed to the participants

Annex 3. 

Each participant received a certificate and a USB stick containing the program, a copy of all 

numerous relevant documents and key references mentioned during the 

The workshop was held at:   

Customs and Exercise Training Room 

Basseterre, St. Kitts 

-467-1392 

465-7075 

maritimeaffairs@yahoo.com 

stayed at the following hotel: 

Ocean Terrace Inn  

P.O. Box 65, Wigley Avenue 

Fortlands, St. Kitts 

2754 

1057 

frontdesk@oceanterraceinn.com 
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a spill management structure and participating agencies and of the response 

identified in the draft 

concluded by a closing statement 

Ms. Patricia Martin, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Tourism and International Transport; and 

/REMPEITC-Caribe thanked all 

Saint Kitts & Nevis for 

the participants. The result are 

the program, a copy of all 

mentioned during the 
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5. Support 

 

5.1 Saint Kitts & Nevis provided excellent support and ensured that all the planning and logistics 

went smoothly. Amongst other things, 

audio/visual equipment, daily lunch and coffee breaks

McClean Hobson and his assistant

assistance in preparing the workshop and throughout the pro

 

6. Findings 

 

6.1 Taking into consideration the potential 

the level of preparedness of Saint Kitts & Nevis

and created momentum to finalize the 

pollution preparedness, response and cooperation and highlighted the requirements that Saint Kitts 

& Nevis needs to fulfill under the OPRC 1990 Convention.

6.2 Participants gained a solid understan

decision-making process typically required for a coordinated response. The benefits, limitations, and 

trade-offs of response techniques were discussed and evaluated specif

6.3 A blank ICS organization 

unclear who will perform some of the functions, it started an important dialogue with the different 

agencies. 

6.4 Saint Kitts & Nevis do not possess 

provide assistance to the extent of their ability

(MoU), or similar agreement, in place

6.5  Discussions took place regarding transboundary pollution and

islands to be impacted in case of a

underlined the necessity of notification procedures and regional cooperation.

6.6 The Maritime and Civil Aviation Affairs

be reviewed by all parties involved

7. Recommendations 

 

7.1 Adopt the ICS structure 

response. 

 
7.2 Mobilize all the relevant agencies

preparedness and response. 

7.3 The following gaps should be addressed and reflected in the NOSCP
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provided excellent support and ensured that all the planning and logistics 

went smoothly. Amongst other things, Saint Kitts & Nevis provided a meeting room facili

audio/visual equipment, daily lunch and coffee breaks, and transportation for the instructors. 

and his assistant, Ms. Ticoya Connor provided most appreciated and helpful

assistance in preparing the workshop and throughout the proceedings. 

g into consideration the potential risk of oil pollution, the possible 

Saint Kitts & Nevis, the workshop was perceived by many as very timely

and created momentum to finalize the drafting of the plan. The workshop brought awareness on oil 

pollution preparedness, response and cooperation and highlighted the requirements that Saint Kitts 

& Nevis needs to fulfill under the OPRC 1990 Convention. 

Participants gained a solid understanding of the steps of an oil spill response and the 

making process typically required for a coordinated response. The benefits, limitations, and 

offs of response techniques were discussed and evaluated specifically for Saint Kitts & Nevis

organization chart was filled in by the entire group and while it was in some cases 

unclear who will perform some of the functions, it started an important dialogue with the different 

do not possess oil spill equipment and in case of a Tier 1 spill, 

provide assistance to the extent of their ability; however, there is no Memorandum of Understanding 

in place.  

Discussions took place regarding transboundary pollution and the probability of 

case of a major oil spill occurring in Saint Kitts & Nevis

underlined the necessity of notification procedures and regional cooperation. 

Maritime and Civil Aviation Affairs will carry out the update of the plan which will then 

reviewed by all parties involved. 

opt the ICS structure and make use of the ICS forms to facilitate the organization of the 

Mobilize all the relevant agencies to take part to the discussions regarding oil spill 

ould be addressed and reflected in the NOSCP: 
Regional Activity Center / Regional Marine Pollution Emergency, Information and Training Center 

rempeitc@cep.unep.org 

provided excellent support and ensured that all the planning and logistics 

provided a meeting room facility with 

transportation for the instructors. Mr. 

most appreciated and helpful 

possible consequences and 

, the workshop was perceived by many as very timely 

The workshop brought awareness on oil 

pollution preparedness, response and cooperation and highlighted the requirements that Saint Kitts 

steps of an oil spill response and the 

making process typically required for a coordinated response. The benefits, limitations, and 

Saint Kitts & Nevis. 

and while it was in some cases 

unclear who will perform some of the functions, it started an important dialogue with the different 

and in case of a Tier 1 spill, SOL will 

Memorandum of Understanding 

the probability of neighboring 

Saint Kitts & Nevis waters. This 

will carry out the update of the plan which will then 

f the ICS forms to facilitate the organization of the 

part to the discussions regarding oil spill 
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1. Finalize the ICS chart and 

the plan should be aware and agree to their role and responsibilities.

2. Update the contact list 

3. Create a list of the equipment available 

form to gather information and s

4. Develop ESI maps. 

5. Identify possible locations 

6. Develop a waste management plan.

7. Indentify potential tools and skilled people regarding 

spill trajectory modeling.

8. Carry out a detailed oil spill r

determine the minimum 

9. Capture how to involve the private sector and the public (volunteers).

10. Design a program for

could be organized regularly with industry and govern

these exercises should be clearly outlined.

7.4 Make use of the ARPEL tool

and readiness.  

7.5 The REMPEITC has offered

available. 
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and clearly stipulate the role of each agency – All

the plan should be aware and agree to their role and responsibilities. 

e the contact list  

equipment available on the islands and its specific location

form to gather information and set up a detailed equipment database.  

possible locations for decontamination zones. 

6. Develop a waste management plan. 

ial tools and skilled people regarding meteorological information and 

. 

Carry out a detailed oil spill risk assessment (Where? What? How? Worst case?)

minimum capacity required and location of prepositioned equipment

ure how to involve the private sector and the public (volunteers). 

a program for training and exercises. Tabletop exercises and deployment exercises 

could be organized regularly with industry and government cooperation. The frequency of 

these exercises should be clearly outlined. 

the ARPEL tool RETOS in order to assess the level of oil spill response planning 

offered its assistance to review the final draft of the NOSCP
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All agencies involved in 

and its specific location – Develop a 

meteorological information and oil 

isk assessment (Where? What? How? Worst case?) in order to 

tion of prepositioned equipment. 

 

training and exercises. Tabletop exercises and deployment exercises 

ment cooperation. The frequency of 

level of oil spill response planning 

of the NOSCP once it is 
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Annex 1 – Participants List 

   

  

NO NAME ORGANIZATION 

1. Petulah Huggins 

SCASPA 
2. Steve Wilkin 

3. Royden Herbert 

4. Kervin Freeman 

5. Dion Mark Berridge Customs 

6. Audra Barrett 
NASPA 

7. Grenville Boddie 

8. James Greene 

Maritime Affairs 
9. Wayne Edmeade 

10. McClean Hobson 

11. Royston Griffin 

12. Keithley Gaskin TDC Shipping 

13. Steve Richards 
Urban Development Corp. 

14. Austin Buchanan 

15. Leroy Martin Fire and Rescue Services 

16. Kharim Saddler Marine Resources 

17. Thrizen Leader Marine Resources 
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POSITION WORK NO.

Lance Corporal Marine Security Officer 
465-8121

Corporal Security Officer 

Chief Marine Officer 466-5936

Operations/Safety Officer 465-8121

Assistant Controller 466-7227

Senior Marine Specialist 660-4227

Senior Coxswain and Marine Security Officer 469-2001

Senior Maritime Inspector 467-1385/92

Maritime Officer 467-1385

Director 663-8886

Inspector/Port State Control Officer 467-1496

Supervisor of Operations 465-2511

Port Zante Marina Dockmaster 662-0135

Senior Safety & Security Officer 466-5022/21

Fire Officer 760-1587

Fisheries Assistant 
465-8045

Fisheries Assistant 

WORK NO. E-MAIL 

8121 
petulah.huggins@scaspa.com 

Steve.wilkin@scaspa.com 

5936 royden.herbert@SCASPA.com 

8121 info@scaspa.com 

7227 dion_berridge@yahoo.com 

4227 awbarrett1@hotmail.com 

2001  

1385/92 jamesgreene09@gmail.com 

1385 waynejrsm@hotmail.com 

8886 maritimeaffairs@yahoo.com 

1496 Mayday_ginger@hotmail.com 

2511 tdcship@sisterisles.kn 

0135 
info@portzante.com 

5022/21 

1587  

8045 
kharim.saddler@gmail.com 

dmrskn@gmail.com 
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NO NAME ORGANIZATION 

18. Lee Richards 

Coast Guard 

19. Kyran Pereira 

20. Charles Rawlins 

21. Nigel Williams 

22. Kenish Garnette 

23. Dennis Ferdinand 

SOL 

24. Roger Brathwaite 

25. Vaughn Sturge 

Fisheries 26. Venrick Newton 

27. Kareem Wilkin 

28. Stephen Fussey 
Christophe Harbour Development 

Company 

1. Felton Gilmore 
RAC/REMPEITC-Caribe 

2. Anne Réglain 
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POSITION WORK NO.

Corporal Engineer 

465-8384

Officer 

Officer 

Master Chief 

Officer 

Operation Supervisor 

465-2490

General Manager 

Fisheries Trainee 

469-5521Fisheries Trainee 

Fisheries Officer 

Christophe Harbour Development 
Safety & Security Director 466-4557

Instructors 

IMO Consultant 
+5999-839

+5999-839

WORK NO. E-MAIL 

8384 

Leerichards707@hotmail.com 

Kyran4ever@hotmail.com 

akrraw@hotmail.com 

deruder@hotmail.com 

ckgarnette@hotmail.com 

2490 

Dennis.ferdinand@365.solpetrole

um.com  

Roger.brathwaite@365.solpetrole

um.com 

5521 

vaughnsturge@gmail.com 

miu@gov.com 

kwpsomer@gmail.com 

4557 
Steve_fussey@christopheharbour.

com 

839-3718 fgilmore@cep.unep.org 

839-3719 areglain@cep.unep.org 
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Annex 2: Agenda 

 

 

  

Day 1: Tuesday 3
rd

 December 2013 

08:30 – 08:45 Registration of participants

Session 1 OPENING 

08:45 – 09:00 Welcoming remarks by the host representative

Welcoming from REMPEITC

09 :00 – 09 :15 Introduction of the Workshop:

• Introduction of the Lecturers

• Purpose of the workshop and programme agenda

• Introduction of the participants and review of 

expectations from the workshop

Group photo 

Session 2 IMO OPRC INTRODUCTORY COURSE

09:15 – 09:30 1.Background knowledge

09:30 – 10:00 2.International contingency planning arrangements

10:00 – 10:15 Tea/Coffee Break 

10:15 – 10:45 3.Oil spill properties, fates and effects

10:45 – 11:15 Exercise 1: Oil spill trajectory

11:15 – 11:45 4.Health and safety

11:45 – 12:30 5.Command control & communications

 

12:30 – 13:15 Lunch Break  

 

13:15 – 14:15 6. Response strategies:

• Monitoring and

• Containment and recovery

• Dispersants

14:15 – 15:00 7. Shoreline cleanup

15:00 – 16:15 Exercise 2: Shoreline cleanup
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Registration of participants A. Réglain, REMPEITC

Welcoming remarks by the host representative 

Welcoming from REMPEITC 

A. Réglain, REMPEITC

ntroduction of the Workshop: 

Introduction of the Lecturers 

Purpose of the workshop and programme agenda 

Introduction of the participants and review of 

expectations from the workshop 

Group

IMO OPRC INTRODUCTORY COURSE 

.Background knowledge on oil spills A. Réglain

2.International contingency planning arrangements A. Réglain

3.Oil spill properties, fates and effects A. Réglain

ill trajectory A. Réglain

4.Health and safety F. Gilmore

5.Command control & communications F. Gilmore

Response strategies: 

Monitoring and tracking 

Containment and recovery  

spersants and in-situ burning 

F. Gilmore

Shoreline cleanup F. Gilmore

Exercise 2: Shoreline cleanup F. Gilmore
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Lecturer/Facilitator 

A. Réglain, REMPEITC 

A. Réglain, REMPEITC 

Group 

A. Réglain 

A. Réglain 

A. Réglain 

A. Réglain 

F. Gilmore 

F. Gilmore 

F. Gilmore 

F. Gilmore 

F. Gilmore 
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Day 2: Wednesday 4
th

 December 2013

08:30 – 09:00 8.Storage and disposal of recovered o

09:00 – 09:30 9. Claims and compensation

09:30 – 10:15 10. Media management and awareness

10:15 – 10:30 Tea/Coffee Break 

Session 3 NATIONAL OIL SPILL CONTINGENCY PLAN  

10:30 – 11:00 Presentation of the dr

Session 4 OIL SPILL SCENARIO 

11:00 – 12:30 Tabletop part I:  Estimate Oil Fate and Behavior

Environmental/Economic 

 

12:30 – 13:15 Lunch Break  

 

13:15 – 16:15 Tabletop part I-Continuation

Day 3: Thursday  5
th

 December 2013 

08:30 – 10:15 Tabletop part II: De

Defining the response strategies and tactics

10:15 – 10:30 Tea/Coffee Break 

10:30 – 11:00 Tabletop part II -  Con

11:00 –12:15   Discussion/Presentation of 

 

12:15 – 13:30 Lunch Break 

 

13:30 – 15:30  Feedbacks from the participants of the tabletop exercise 

National Plan gaps and actions to 

15:30 – 16:00 Workshop review / Presentation of Certificates
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8.Storage and disposal of recovered oil and waste A. Réglain

9. Claims and compensation A. Réglain

10. Media management and awareness F. Gilmore

NATIONAL OIL SPILL CONTINGENCY PLAN   

Presentation of the draft Plan St Kitts and Nevis

OIL SPILL SCENARIO – TABLETOP EXERCISE 

Estimate Oil Fate and Behavior,   

Environmental/Economic Resources at Risk 

Group

ontinuation  Group

Defining the Response Objectives, 

response strategies and tactics 

Group

Continuation Group

Discussion/Presentation of the outcomes Group

 

Feedbacks from the participants of the tabletop exercise -  

Plan gaps and actions to be completed 

Group

Workshop review / Presentation of Certificates A. Régla
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Lecturer/Facilitator 

A. Réglain 

A. Réglain 

F. Gilmore 

St Kitts and Nevis 

Group 

Group 

Lecturer/Facilitator 

Group 

Group 

Group 

Group 

glain 
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Annex 3 – Results of the workshop evaluation

 

 
To cover the topics fully, was the event:

Too long
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Results of the workshop evaluation 

50%50%

To cover the topics fully, was the event:

Too long Just Right Too short No answer

How do you rate the following aspects of the 

materials? 

No answer

poor

satisfactory

good

excellent

How would you rate the following aspects of the 

presentations?

No answer

poor

satisfactory

good

excellent
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IMO 

reference 

materials

Other 

resource 

materials

Group and 

practical 

activities

Field trips

How would you rate the use of the following?

Please rate Felton Gilmore with regard to the 

following:

poor

satisfactory

good

excellent
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What topics were of most interest and relevance to you?

 

1. Health & Safety and Command Control & Communications. 2. 

the setting up of the infrastructure to tackle the spill. 3. The topic of damage to the ecosystem and 

also the effect to the tourist industry. 4. All! 5. Oil spill trajectory, fate, behaviour, volume. 6. 

Restoration and protection of beaches, the value placed on human life. 7. Media management and 

awareness, oil spill properties, fates and effects. 8. The command structure. 9. Background knowledge 

on oil spill, oil spill trajectory, command control & communication, mon

important. 11. Public relations with media. 12. Background knowledge of oil spill, safety & health, oil 

spill properties. 13. Table top exercise. 14. Oil spill properties, fate and effects, Health and safety, 

storage and disposal of recovered oil and waste. 15. All topics were very interesting to me because I 

have gained some knowledge in this new area. 16. All topics were interesting and relevant to me. It is 

just for me to put in practice. 17. Media management, operational

learning experience. 19. All of the topics were interesting. 20. Claims and compensation, clean

strategies. 21. Clean-up portion and waste management, claims. 22. Topic how to handle an oil spill. 

23. The most interesting topic was setting up strategies and tactics in the event of an oil spill. 24. Oil 

containment and equipment. 25. Command control and communications.
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Please rate Anne Reglain with regard to the 
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What topics were of most interest and relevance to you? 

1. Health & Safety and Command Control & Communications. 2. I think the most interesting topic was 

the setting up of the infrastructure to tackle the spill. 3. The topic of damage to the ecosystem and 

also the effect to the tourist industry. 4. All! 5. Oil spill trajectory, fate, behaviour, volume. 6. 

nd protection of beaches, the value placed on human life. 7. Media management and 

awareness, oil spill properties, fates and effects. 8. The command structure. 9. Background knowledge 

on oil spill, oil spill trajectory, command control & communication, monitoring & tracking. 10. All were 

important. 11. Public relations with media. 12. Background knowledge of oil spill, safety & health, oil 

spill properties. 13. Table top exercise. 14. Oil spill properties, fate and effects, Health and safety, 

sposal of recovered oil and waste. 15. All topics were very interesting to me because I 

have gained some knowledge in this new area. 16. All topics were interesting and relevant to me. It is 

just for me to put in practice. 17. Media management, operational planning. 18. All, as it was a 

learning experience. 19. All of the topics were interesting. 20. Claims and compensation, clean

up portion and waste management, claims. 22. Topic how to handle an oil spill. 

topic was setting up strategies and tactics in the event of an oil spill. 24. Oil 

containment and equipment. 25. Command control and communications. 

 

 

 

 

 

Please rate Anne Reglain with regard to the 

following:

No answer

poor

satisfactory

good

excellent
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the setting up of the infrastructure to tackle the spill. 3. The topic of damage to the ecosystem and 

also the effect to the tourist industry. 4. All! 5. Oil spill trajectory, fate, behaviour, volume. 6. 

nd protection of beaches, the value placed on human life. 7. Media management and 

awareness, oil spill properties, fates and effects. 8. The command structure. 9. Background knowledge 

itoring & tracking. 10. All were 

important. 11. Public relations with media. 12. Background knowledge of oil spill, safety & health, oil 

spill properties. 13. Table top exercise. 14. Oil spill properties, fate and effects, Health and safety, 

sposal of recovered oil and waste. 15. All topics were very interesting to me because I 

have gained some knowledge in this new area. 16. All topics were interesting and relevant to me. It is 

planning. 18. All, as it was a 

learning experience. 19. All of the topics were interesting. 20. Claims and compensation, clean-up 

up portion and waste management, claims. 22. Topic how to handle an oil spill. 

topic was setting up strategies and tactics in the event of an oil spill. 24. Oil 

No answer

satisfactory
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If yes, please list them:  

1. More practical exercises. 2. Would not be able to know as this is a 

International contingency planning arrangements.

 

 

Do you consider that the objective of the event was met?

Are there any topics which should be added?
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1. More practical exercises. 2. Would not be able to know as this is a learning experience. 

International contingency planning arrangements. 

100%

Do you consider that the objective of the event was met?

Yes No No answer

8%

42%50%

Are there any topics which should be added?

Yes No No answer
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learning experience. 3. 

 

Do you consider that the objective of the event was met?
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Comments: 

1. Before this workshop I was vaguely aware of what it entails to be prepared for an oil spill. Since this 

workshop, I can now clearly state that I am very cognizant

This workshop was VERY informative for me. Thank you! 2. This workshop was very informative and 

the facilitators presented the information well. 3. This workshop was very enlightening it brought to 

light the deficiencies of our ability to deal with a major oil spill. Also brought to light was the financial 

constraint that would be placed on our government. The limited resources that we have, the lack of 

information training about oil spills and the equipment to b

will utilize the information from this workshop to plan/develop our contingency plan for our private 

marina. Thank you. 5. The course was very well structured. It met all my expectations. The lecturers 

were very verse in the subject areas and made recommendations and offered assistance during our 

table top exercises. 6. It was very informative, educational and eye opening. 7. Live exercises should 

be conducted when conducting such a workshop. Relevant agencies shoul

workshop. 8. I have learned a lot about the basic of dealing with oil spills and safety measures but it 

was a bit too short, need to learn more. Mr. Felton Gilmore was very excellent in his performance. Ms. 

Anne Reglain was very excellent in her performance. 9. Instructors were very knowledgeable of the 

subject taught. I have gained a vast amount of knowledge which I am going to impart to persons with 

Are you likely to use the information you gained on the course 

Will you have the opportunity to transfer the knowledge gained to 
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1. Before this workshop I was vaguely aware of what it entails to be prepared for an oil spill. Since this 

workshop, I can now clearly state that I am very cognizant of what it takes to deal with an oil spill. 

This workshop was VERY informative for me. Thank you! 2. This workshop was very informative and 

the facilitators presented the information well. 3. This workshop was very enlightening it brought to 

iciencies of our ability to deal with a major oil spill. Also brought to light was the financial 

constraint that would be placed on our government. The limited resources that we have, the lack of 

information training about oil spills and the equipment to be used. 4. Well done, very informative! I 

will utilize the information from this workshop to plan/develop our contingency plan for our private 

marina. Thank you. 5. The course was very well structured. It met all my expectations. The lecturers 

rse in the subject areas and made recommendations and offered assistance during our 

table top exercises. 6. It was very informative, educational and eye opening. 7. Live exercises should 

be conducted when conducting such a workshop. Relevant agencies should be invited in future 

workshop. 8. I have learned a lot about the basic of dealing with oil spills and safety measures but it 

was a bit too short, need to learn more. Mr. Felton Gilmore was very excellent in his performance. Ms. 

llent in her performance. 9. Instructors were very knowledgeable of the 

subject taught. I have gained a vast amount of knowledge which I am going to impart to persons with 

100%

Are you likely to use the information you gained on the course 

when you return to your work?

Yes No No answer

96%

4%

Will you have the opportunity to transfer the knowledge gained to 

your collegues at work?

Yes No No answer
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1. Before this workshop I was vaguely aware of what it entails to be prepared for an oil spill. Since this 

of what it takes to deal with an oil spill. 

This workshop was VERY informative for me. Thank you! 2. This workshop was very informative and 

the facilitators presented the information well. 3. This workshop was very enlightening it brought to 

iciencies of our ability to deal with a major oil spill. Also brought to light was the financial 

constraint that would be placed on our government. The limited resources that we have, the lack of 

e used. 4. Well done, very informative! I 

will utilize the information from this workshop to plan/develop our contingency plan for our private 

marina. Thank you. 5. The course was very well structured. It met all my expectations. The lecturers 

rse in the subject areas and made recommendations and offered assistance during our 

table top exercises. 6. It was very informative, educational and eye opening. 7. Live exercises should 

d be invited in future 

workshop. 8. I have learned a lot about the basic of dealing with oil spills and safety measures but it 

was a bit too short, need to learn more. Mr. Felton Gilmore was very excellent in his performance. Ms. 

llent in her performance. 9. Instructors were very knowledgeable of the 

subject taught. I have gained a vast amount of knowledge which I am going to impart to persons with 

Are you likely to use the information you gained on the course 

Will you have the opportunity to transfer the knowledge gained to 
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my agencies and other responding organizations. 10. Would have been nice if there we

in the course. 11. Lots of material to digest. This is a start to ensure that our shores and by extension 

the marine environment are attended to for protection in the interest of our country, economy and 

people. 12. It was kind of short, sho

never have an oil spill incident on our island but in the vent that it does happen the information I 

obtained in this workshop would definitely help in the recovery from such incident. Than

information. 14. This training was very helpful because it teaches me a lot about dealing with oil spills, 

what equipment & resources are required in this event. Would like more training in this field and 

more whenever possible. 15. I have benef

broaden our knowledge more on oil spill in order to help our country in such situation if and when it 

does happen. 16. This workshop was very timing and necessary. 17. This workshop was extremely 

beneficial and will go a long run helping St Kitts and Nevis to meet its obligations under the OPRC 

convention. 18. I would be able to partially impart the knowledge gained to only some of my 

colleagues. Training will receive the information as to fighting an 

next time. I appreciated being here. 19. The workshop was very educational. I would like to say thanks 

to all who made this workshop possible. Thanks and god blesses. 20. I really enjoyed the workshop 

and I have learned a lot. I do hope that there will be a follow up of this workshop very soon with 

actual training instead of theory. I would greatly attend that workshop. 21. This course was very 

helpful to me especially with my day to day operation. This will give me a ch

the event of an oil spill in our out our harbour. 22. My intake on the whole course was met, I have 

gained a lot from it and I thank you the instructors, my boss and the government of St Kitts and Nevis.
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my agencies and other responding organizations. 10. Would have been nice if there we

in the course. 11. Lots of material to digest. This is a start to ensure that our shores and by extension 

the marine environment are attended to for protection in the interest of our country, economy and 

people. 12. It was kind of short, should have lasted longer. 13. First and foremost I really do hope we 

never have an oil spill incident on our island but in the vent that it does happen the information I 

obtained in this workshop would definitely help in the recovery from such incident. Than

information. 14. This training was very helpful because it teaches me a lot about dealing with oil spills, 

what equipment & resources are required in this event. Would like more training in this field and 

more whenever possible. 15. I have benefited from the workshop and do hope courses are given to 

broaden our knowledge more on oil spill in order to help our country in such situation if and when it 

does happen. 16. This workshop was very timing and necessary. 17. This workshop was extremely 

ficial and will go a long run helping St Kitts and Nevis to meet its obligations under the OPRC 

convention. 18. I would be able to partially impart the knowledge gained to only some of my 

colleagues. Training will receive the information as to fighting an oil spill. We can do a mock exercise 

next time. I appreciated being here. 19. The workshop was very educational. I would like to say thanks 

to all who made this workshop possible. Thanks and god blesses. 20. I really enjoyed the workshop 

a lot. I do hope that there will be a follow up of this workshop very soon with 

actual training instead of theory. I would greatly attend that workshop. 21. This course was very 

helpful to me especially with my day to day operation. This will give me a chance to be prepared in 

the event of an oil spill in our out our harbour. 22. My intake on the whole course was met, I have 

gained a lot from it and I thank you the instructors, my boss and the government of St Kitts and Nevis.
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in the course. 11. Lots of material to digest. This is a start to ensure that our shores and by extension 

the marine environment are attended to for protection in the interest of our country, economy and 

uld have lasted longer. 13. First and foremost I really do hope we 

never have an oil spill incident on our island but in the vent that it does happen the information I 

obtained in this workshop would definitely help in the recovery from such incident. Thanks for the 

information. 14. This training was very helpful because it teaches me a lot about dealing with oil spills, 

what equipment & resources are required in this event. Would like more training in this field and 

ited from the workshop and do hope courses are given to 

broaden our knowledge more on oil spill in order to help our country in such situation if and when it 

does happen. 16. This workshop was very timing and necessary. 17. This workshop was extremely 

ficial and will go a long run helping St Kitts and Nevis to meet its obligations under the OPRC 

convention. 18. I would be able to partially impart the knowledge gained to only some of my 

oil spill. We can do a mock exercise 

next time. I appreciated being here. 19. The workshop was very educational. I would like to say thanks 

to all who made this workshop possible. Thanks and god blesses. 20. I really enjoyed the workshop 

a lot. I do hope that there will be a follow up of this workshop very soon with 

actual training instead of theory. I would greatly attend that workshop. 21. This course was very 

ance to be prepared in 

the event of an oil spill in our out our harbour. 22. My intake on the whole course was met, I have 

gained a lot from it and I thank you the instructors, my boss and the government of St Kitts and Nevis. 


